To inspire every child to recognise their full potential, believe they can make a difference and respect themselves, others and the world in which they live.

LEARNING JOURNEY
What an exciting week! This week we have learned about Cambodia’s imports and exports and have made representations of our data using pie charts. We have also learned about different local, national and global brands and how they sell their products, making them seem much more desirable than they really are! This morning, we travelled around Phnom Penh looking for evidence of globalisation and were amazed by the results! Phnom Penh is really developing fast. Is this good or bad?

MATHS
In maths this week, we have learned new mental strategies for division. Some were quite challenging but we have shown resilience and done a great job! We have then applied our new knowledge to word problems. We have been working as a year group to solve tricky maths riddles each day this week and have really shown excellent communication skills and grown stronger as a team.

LITERACY
This week in literacy we have been detectives! We have been working as a year group to solve the case of the ‘disappearing dinosaur’! A very expensive fossil had been stolen from the local museum and we have been working hard to work out the method, motive and culprit!

PERSONAL GOALS
Throughout November & December, our third iCAN personal goal is COOPERATION.
We will all be encouraging members of iCAN to be more cooperative by:  
• Sharing ideas in teams & working together in groups 
• Using cooperative learning structures to work together as a class or team 
• Listening to our friends & helping others 
• Getting the best from teamwork 
• Appreciating the ideas and work of others

STARS
I have tried hard in all subjects this learning block!
I wrote an amazing recount of my trip to Kep and Kampot!
I am always helpful and thoughtful towards others.
I have shown a great improvement in my writing!